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Kingsbrook Development,
Aylesbury
Paul Stephen – Biodiversity Advisor
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Green Infrastructure Design Code
•

•

•

“Nature is in trouble; 60% of all the UK’s wildlife species are in decline.
With over 200,000 houses due to be built each year, there is the
opportunity to ensure that these provide homes for nature rather than
destroy them...”
By being good for wildlife, new housing developments can benefit the
people who come to live there, giving them a greater sense of place,
connecting them with their environment and encouraging them to take care
of it.“
"Wildlife-friendly features will be incorporated where practicably possible
into the whole development, from houses, gardens, schools and
community buildings through to road verges and roundabouts and on into
extensive green corridors. In addition, there will be an adjacent ‘wild space’
where opportunities will exist for communities to encounter nature."
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Green Infrastructure Design Code
• Communities will be invited to embrace the idea of living and
working in a nature-friendly development and to become
active participants in green spaces and conservation
projects. Kingsbrook will allow new ideas and best practice to
be promoted to inspire the UK’s housing industry,
Government and planners to give nature a home.“
• Importantly, for Kingsbrook to become an exemplar of
wildlife-friendly development, it should be understood that
Green Infrastructure extends across the built environment.
Gardens, building walls and roofs, hard landscaping,
boundary structures – the form and construction of all need
to be considered to create a holistic environment. Kingsbrook
will seek to raise the standards in this area

What has been included?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

>40% greenspace
Retention and enhancement of hedges, ditches, veteran trees, ponds etc
Wildlife corridors
SuDS, including permeable surfaces, filter strips, retention basins, swales,
rills, cascades, water butts, many wildlife ponds
Copses, orchards and hedges into the urban area
80% flower-rich native grassland in public open space
Swift, house martin and bat boxes built into houses
Show homes will showcase nature friendly planting
Wildlife crossings under roads
Barn owl boxes
Sand martin bank
Bat-friendly lighting
Log piles/hibernacula

Fruit trees, water butts, compost heaps and
permeable fencing in gardens

Photo: Hugh Bennett
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Proposed Reserve Habitat
•Valley woodland and wet
shrub
•Pools with reedy margins
•Flowery hay/water
meadow
•Rough grass with pools
•All locally native
flowering/ scented
/fruiting plants

Proposed Reserve Visitor
Infrastructure
1. Visitor centre view
2. Free-range hay meadow
3. Telly tubby land
4. Woodland pergola
5. Raised/canopy walkway
6. Tower viewing
7. Wibbly-wobbly path
8. Stumpery
9. Pooh sticks
10.Scrub/bird seed maze
11.Mammal hide, Fox earth
and frolicking meadow
12.Free-range ponds
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Monitoring
• RSPB Conservation Science team has developed a
set of metrics that we can measure in the long-term to
show whether a nature-friendly housing development
works for nature and for people:
– Biodiversity – birds, plants, pollinators, hedgehogs,
bats, beetles, dragonflies and damselflies
– Long-term social measures – to include wellbeing,
self-reported health and connection to nature
– Additional ecosystem services: carbon storage,
water quality and quantity, and air quality
• Two control sites to compare with Kingsbrook – Milton
Keynes and Hemel Hempstead

Challenges
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design vs build
Repeatability
Business vs charity
Human resources and skills/knowledge
Control sites
Public opinion
Managing expectations
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Top Tips
•
•
•
•

Choose the right sites
Work as partners
Understand the value of green spaces
Design holistically - green, blue and grey for
wildlife and people
• Expect a bumpy ride!
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